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ABSTRACT: Tin(II) monosulfide (SnS) is a semiconductor material
with an intermediate band gap, high absorption coefficient in the visible
range, and earth abundant, nontoxic constituent elements. For these
reasons, SnS has generated much interest for incorporation into
optoelectronic devices, but little is known concerning the charge carrier
dynamics, especially as measured by optical techniques. Here, as opposed
to prior studies of vapor deposited films, phase-pure colloidal SnS was
synthesized by solution chemistry in three size regimes, ranging from
nanometer- to micrometer-scale (SnS small nanoparticles, SnS medium
2D nanosheets, and SnS large 2D μm-sheets), and evaluated by time-
resolved terahertz spectroscopy (TRTS); an optical, noncontact probe of
the photoconductivity. Dropcast films of the SnS colloids were studied by
TRTS and compared to both thermally annealed films and dispersed suspensions of the same colloids. TRTS results revealed
that the micrometer-scale SnS crystals and all of the annealed films undergo decay mechanisms during the first 200 ps following
photoexcitation at 800 nm assigned to hot carrier cooling and carrier trapping. The charge carrier mobility of both the dropcast
and annealed samples depends strongly on the size of the constituent colloids. The mobility of the SnS colloidal films, following
the completion of the initial decays, ranged from 0.14 cm2/V·s for the smallest SnS crystals to 20.3 cm2/V·s for the largest.
Annealing the colloidal films resulted in a ∼20% improvement in mobility for the large SnS 2D μm-sheets and a ∼5-fold increase
for the small nanoparticles and medium nanosheets.

■ INTRODUCTION
Major roadblocks to the competiveness and implementation of
photovoltaic devices are the cost and toxicity of constituent
materials. Decreasing the cost can be accomplished by
improving the efficiency of photon absorption to current
generation by design of absorber, charge transport, and
electrode layers, and/or by utilizing materials that are more
earth abundant or easier to extract from natural sources.1

Tin(II) monosulfide (SnS) is a material that is considered a
potential candidate for next-generation optoelectronics, and has
already been incorporated into photovoltaic devices.2,3 It is an
attractive material for these applications because tin and sulfur
are both earth-abundant elements that are nontoxic. Addition-
ally, SnS has optical properties comparable with silicon (Si).
Both SnS and Si have indirect band gaps in the near-infrared
(NIR) at 1.05 and 1.14 eV, respectively, with absorption
coefficients that range from ∼103 to 105 cm−1 from the NIR
across the visible range.4,5 These optical properties suggest that
photovoltaics based on SnS as an alternative visible light
absorber can theoretically reach 25% to 30%, although currently
the performance has only reached 4% to 5%.3

Among the limitations that constrain the photovoltaic
conversion efficiency are small carrier diffusion lengths within
the SnS absorber material and poor band alignment between

SnS and the other charge transport layers incorporated into the
device. While much work has been done to alter device
configuration and film layer morphology to optimize perform-
ance,2 there are few reported studies to understand the
fundamental dynamics of photogenerated charge carrier
transport within SnS thin film materials, especially by optical
techniques. In particular, time-resolved photoconductivity
measurements are an optical probe of the photogenerated
charge transfer and recombination kinetics, as well as the charge
carrier mobility and conductivity, and do not require electrical
contacts or fabrication of a complete device. Two such optical
photoconductivity techniques are flash-photolysis time-resolved
microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC)6 and time-resolved
terahertz spectroscopy (TRTS).7,8 In FP-TRMC, dynamics
can be followed on the nanosecond to microsecond time scale
and information about electron−hole recombination are
obtained. Conversely, with TRTS subpicosecond time reso-
lution is available and information concerning charge
separation, relaxation, and charge trapping processes can be
measured out to the ∼1 ns time scale. These experiments have
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been done for a variety of bulk9 and nanoparticle inorganic
semiconductors,10,11 dye-sensitized semiconductors,12,13 com-
posite nanostructures,14−16 polymers,17,18 perovskites,19−21 and
metal−organic frameworks.22−24 Despite applicability to a wide
variety of materials, only recently has the terahertz photo-
conductivity been reported in SnS thin films prepared by
thermal evaporation and atomic layer deposition.25

One way to evaluate a potential material for electronic device
applications is to determine the charge carrier mobility.
Mobility values for SnS have been determined by van der
Pauw Hall measurements (contact probe methods), and vary
greatly from values around 10 cm2/V·s to as high as ∼400 cm2/
V·s depending on the method of film growth, the grain size, and
the intrinsic carrier type and concentration.26 Epitaxially grown
films show the highest mobility, assisted by fewer grain
boundaries, while films consisting of smaller crystalline domains
suffer from increased scattering at the boundaries.27 Films of
SnS with grain sizes of around 200 to 500 nm grown by thermal
evaporation28 or atomic layer deposition5 were found to have
mobilities between 20 and 40 cm2/V·s.
Herein, as opposed to recent studies of vapor deposited

films,25 the solution-phase synthesis of colloidal SnS crystals
and characterization by TRTS is reported to gain insights into
the effects of the size, morphology, and composition on the
dynamics and mobility of photogenerated charge carriers.
Crystalline SnS colloids with oleylamine surface ligands were
synthesized using solution chemistry routes in three distinct
size regimes ranging from the nanometer- to the micrometer-
scale. The three size regimes are denoted throughout as SnS
small (0D spherical nanoparticles, 10 ± 2 nm diameter), SnS
medium (2D nanosheets, 149 ± 23 nm length by 41 ± 17 nm
width and ∼25 nm thick), and SnS large (2D sheets, 4.8 ±
0.8 μm length by 1.2 ± 0.7 μm in width and ∼30 nm thick).
TRTS experiments were performed on films and dispersed
suspensions of these colloidal SnS crystals. These experiments
revealed a strong dependence of the charge carrier dynamics
and mobility on the size dimensions of the colloidal crystals.
Additionally, when postdeposition annealing process was
conducted, an improvement in the charge carrier mobility
was observed and attributed to sintering of the colloidal
crystallites and removal of the surface stabilizing ligands.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Tin(IV) chloride (99.995%), tin(II) acetate,

sulfur powder (99.98%), and oleylamine (70%, technical grade)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tin(II) chloride,
hexamethyldisilazane (>99%), and thioacetamide (99%) were
purchased from Alfa Aesar. Solvents, including toluene and
ethanol, were of analytical grade. All chemicals were used as
received.
Synthetic Details. All reactions were performed under an

argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk techniques. Micro-
meter-scale SnS sheets (SnS large) were synthesized using a
heat-up route. First, 0.0075 g (0.1 mmol) of thioacetamide
(TA) was dissolved in 10 mL of oleylamine (OLAM) and then
added to a 25 mL three-neck flask equipped with a condenser
fitted to a Schlenk line. The reaction temperature was
controlled using a digital controller with glass-coated
thermocouple (Gemini, J-KEM Scientific) and a 25 mL heating
mantle (Glas-Col). Next, 5.8 μL (0.05 mmol) of SnCl4 was
added while the solution was stirred vigorously with a magnetic
stir bar. The flask was sealed with a septum before being
evacuated. The reaction was heated to 120 °C and maintained

at that temperature under vacuum for 20 min to remove
residual water. After the reaction solution was placed under an
argon blanket, 1 mL (4.8 mmol) of hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS) was injected through the septum with a syringe. The
temperature was raised to 180 °C, causing the solution to turn
from orange to dark brown, and maintained at that temperature
for 1 h before quenching the reaction with cold water. SnS
sheets were separated from the reaction solution by adding
30 mL of ethanol antisolvent and centrifuging at 5000 rpm for
1 min. After decanting the supernatant, the precipitate was
redispersed in toluene and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 1 min.
The supernatant was discarded once again and the precipitate
was redispersed in 2 mL of toluene.
Nanometer-scale SnS sheets (SnS medium) were synthesized

using a similar route. 0.0118 g (0.05 mmol) of Sn(OOCCH3)2
and 0.0032 g (0.1 mmol) of sulfur were dissolved in 10 mL of
OLAM then added to a 25 mL reaction flask that was
equivalently outfitted. After heating at 120 °C for 20 min under
vacuum, the reaction was put under an argon blanket and the
temperature was raised to 180 °C. Upon reaching 180 °C,
0.75 mL (3.6 mmol) of HMDS was injected through the
septum and the temperature was maintained for 1 h before
quenching the reaction with cold water. The nanosheets were
separated in the same manner as above.
SnS spherical nanoparticles (SnS small) were synthesized

using a hot injection strategy. First, 0.0095 g (0.05 mmol) of
SnCl2 and 8.5 mL of OLAM were added to a similar 25 mL
reaction setup. After maintaining the contents of the flask at
120 °C for 20 min under vacuum, all of the SnCl2 had
dissolved. One mL (4.8 mmol) of HMDS was injected into the
flask under an argon blanket and the temperature was raised to
140 °C. Separately, 0.0075 g (0.1 mmol) of TA was dissolved in
1.5 mL of OLAM. The TA solution was injected into the
reaction flask all at once through the septum, causing the
solution to quickly turn from clear to dark brown. The reaction
was maintained at 140 °C for 1 h and then quenched with cold
water. SnS nanoparticles were collected in a similar manner,
except centrifugation at 13000 rpm was conducted in 1:1 (by
volume) toluene:ethanol instead of neat toluene.

Morphology and Composition Characterization.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were
collected using a Phillips EM-400 transmission electron
microscope operating at an accelerating voltage of 120 kV.
Samples were prepared by casting one drop of dilute dispersed
sample in toluene onto a 300-mesh Formvar and carbon-coated
copper grid (Ted Pella, Inc.). Particle counting analysis used a
minimum of 200 individual particles and size was determined
using the ImageJ program.50 Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns were collected with a Rigaku SmartLab X-ray
Diffractometer in the Bragg−Brentano geometry using Cu Kα
radiation. Samples were dropcast in toluene onto either a zero
background plate or a fused quartz substrate. Simulated powder
XRD patterns were made using the CrystalMaker software
suite. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of dropcast
films were obtained using a Zeiss NVision 40 field emission
SEM operating at 3 kV. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) analyses were performed on a Kratos Axis Ultra X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer with a monochromatic Al Kα
excitation source operating at 15 kV and 10 mA. Samples were
prepared by dropcasting the sample onto a gold-coated Si
wafer.

Film Preparation and Characterization for Optical
Measurements. Films of the small-, medium-, and large-sized
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SnS were prepared for TRTS measurements by dispensing a
single drop of the toluene suspension onto a substrate disc of
fused quartz (GM Associates, Inc., thickness 1/8 in., part no.
7500-02, or 1/16 in., part no. 7500-01) using a Pasteur pipet
and allowing it to dry in air at room temperature. This
generated dropcast films and resulted in sample spots that were
approximately 5−6 mm in diameter. Separate samples were
made for annealed films. Single drops of the small-, medium-,
and large-sized SnS dropcast suspensions were again placed on
fused quartz substrates, allowed to dry, and then annealed in a
tube furnace (Lindburg/Blue M, Thermo Scientific) at 400 °C
under 5% H2 forming gas for 1 h. The dropcast and annealed
films were stored in a closed container in air until the time that
optical measurements were made. The average thickness of
each sample spot was measured using a Bruker Dektak XT
contact profilometer. The average thicknesses for the dropcast
films are as follows: large, 2.50 μm; medium, 80 nm; small,
12.5 nm. The average thicknesses for the annealed films are as
follows: large, 7.05 μm; medium, 1.56 μm; small, 267 nm.
Annealing resulted in a noticeable reduction of the sample spot
size, which could indicate that the film thickness is generally
larger for the annealed films.
In order to investigate possible interactions between

neighboring crystals in the films, dispersions of well-suspended,
isolated colloids were also studied. Suspensions of the SnS large
sheets and SnS medium nanosheets were prepared by
dispersing them in mineral oil, a high viscosity solvent, and
sonicating for 30 min, which allowed the particles to remain
suspended during TRTS measurements. The SnS small
nanoparticles formed more stable suspensions in toluene and
were therefore used as prepared. The suspensions were
transferred to a 1 mm thick quartz cuvette for TRTS and
absorbance measurements.
Visible-NIR Transmission and Reflection Measure-

ments. Transmission (T) measurements between 300 and
1100 nm were made on the SnS colloidal films using a
PerkinElmer Lambda 2 UV−vis spectrometer. Reflection (R)
spectra were also measured on the same films using a
PerkinElmer Lambda 950 spectrometer equipped with an
integrating sphere accessory set up for diffuse reflection
acquisition. The diffuse reflectance setup was configured
without a reference scattering material behind the sample in
order to minimize any light transmitted through the sample
from scattering back into the integrating sphere detector. This
allowed the percent reflection of the sample to be measured
independent from the percent transmission. In this way, the
percentage of light absorbed (A) by the sample was estimated

by the relation A = 1 − R − T. For all films, a blank spot on the
substrate was used as a reference and the beam source was
attenuated by an aperture set to the sample spot size. For the
suspensions, all spectra were referenced to the solvent.

Time-Resolved Terahertz Spectroscopy. Charge carrier
dynamics and mobility were determined by measuring the
change in transmission of terahertz frequency probe pulses
through the SnS samples following photoexcitation with
800 nm light. The apparatus is based on an amplified
femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser system (Coherent MIRA seed
and Legend regenerative amplifier) that operates at 1 kHz.17

The amplified 800 nm pulse train (1.6 mJ/pulse and 40 fs full-
width half-maximum pulse duration) is split into three arms for
the visible pump, terahertz probe, and gated electro-optic
detection. The first arm is directed down a delay stage and used
for visible photoexcitation at 800 nm (beam diameter ∼5 mm,
fwhm ∼50 fs, fluence ranging from 1 × 1012 to 5 × 1015

photons/cm2). The second arm is directed down another delay
stage and then onto a 1 mm thick zinc telluride (ZnTe) crystal
to generate the terahertz frequency probe pulses by optical
rectification. The generated probe pulses are then focused onto
the sample (800 pJ/pulse measured by Gentec-eo T-RAD-USB
detector, beam diameter ∼2 mm, 2 ps pulse width) by a pair of
parabolic mirrors and transmitted through the sample. The
third arm serves as the gate pulse for the electro-optic detection
scheme. Here, the 800 nm pulses are attenuated and then
recombined with the transmitted terahertz probe pulses in a
0.5 mm thick ZnTe detector crystal at various probe delay
times, tpr, to map out the terahertz pulse waveform. The
electro-optic effect in the ZnTe detector crystal results in a
depolarization of the 800 nm gate pulse that depends on the
magnitude and sign of the electric field of the terahertz probe
pulse. The resulting polarization in the 800 nm gate pulse is
analyzed by a λ/4 wave plate and Wollaston prism, and then
collected by a pair of balanced silicon photodetectors using
lock-in amplification (Stanford Research Systems, SR830).
Samples were mounted on an aperture set to the sample size
and housed within a sample chamber purged with dry air to
avoid absorption of the terahertz probe by atmospheric water.
All measurements were done at room temperature.
The intrinsic conductivity of thin conductive materials can be

determined from the transmission of the terahertz electric field,
E0(tpr), through the sample compared to that transmitted
through a blank reference substrate.29,30 An example of the
terahertz electric field transmitted through the SnS large
dropcast film is shown in Figure 1a and compared to a blank
spot on the fused quartz substrate as a reference. In the case of

Figure 1. For the SnS large dropcast film: (a) representative measured transmission of the terahertz electric field, E0(tpr), through the sample (red)
compared to the fused quartz substrate (blue); (b) representative differential transmission of the terahertz electric field, ΔE(tpr,tpu), through the
excited film at pump delay time +2 ps (red), + 10 ps (green), + 200 ps (purple) normalized to the terahertz transmission, E0(tpr), through the
unexcited film (unpumped). This shows there is no significant phase shift between the photoexcited and unphotoexcited samples. The true sign of
the differential transmission is negative compared to the unexcited film, indicating that the transmission is decreased following photoexcitation.
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all the SnS films studied here (Figure S1), the electric field
waveform for the film and reference are basically super-
imposable, which indicates that the intrinsic dopant level and
conductivity of the films are quite low. Photoexcitation of the
band gap transition in a semiconductor generates free charge
carriers and leads to increased free carrier absorption and
decreased terahertz transmission. The change in transmission of
the terahertz probe, ΔE(tpr,tpu), at various pump−probe delay
times, tpu, is shown in Figure 1b normalized to the
unphotoexcited sample transmission for the film of SnS large
sheets. The change in electric field transmission can be related
to the electrical photoconductivity of the sample by eq 1:
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where ΔẼ(ω,tpu) is the Fourier transform of the measured
ΔE(tpr,tpu) of the photoexcited sample, Ẽ0(ω) is the Fourier
transform of the measured E0(tpr) of the nonphotoexcited
sample, nTHz is the index of refraction of the substrate, Z0 is the
free space impedance, d is the film thickness (measured by
profilometry), and σ(ω,tpu) is the transient complex-valued
frequency-dependent photoconductivity change.31,32 This
equation was used to determine the frequency-dependent
conductivity from measurements of ΔE and E0. As shown in
Figure 1b (and for all the other films, in Figure S2), there are
some changes in the relative amplitude of the transmitted
terahertz electric field in the wings of the waveform pulse that
lead to changes in the frequency-dependent spectra described
by eq 1, but there is no observed phase shift in the main peak of
the pulse. The lack of phase shift indicates the samples can be
considered as thin, photoconductive, films on insulating
substrates and eq 1 can be represented as the frequency-
averaged conductivity when the change in transmission is
measured at the peak of the terahertz electric field, ΔE(tpr =
peak, tpu).

33 In that case, the measured conductivity can be
considered as the direct current conductivity and the measured
ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu) can be related to the charge carrier mobility
through σ = eNμ and eq 2:
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Here e is the electron charge, N is the photogenerated carrier
density, ϕ(tpu) is the charge carrier generation efficiency, μ(tpu)
is the charge carrier mobility, F is the fluence, and R and T are
the percent reflection and percent transmission, respectively, of
the visible pump beam from the sample.33 The charge carrier
density N was estimated by N = ϕF(1 − R − T)/d. Equation 2
was used to analyze the measured ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu) and
determine a lower bound to the charge carrier mobility for all
samples as a function of pump−probe delay time, tpu. The
charge carrier mobility and recombination dynamics were also
fit to double exponential decays of the form ΔE(tpu)/E0 = A1
exp(−tpu/τ1) + A2 exp(−tpu/τ2) + y0, where A is the pre-
exponential factor, τ is the lifetime, and y0 is the long time delay
time. The dynamics were also collected at various excitation
fluences, and the signal magnitudes were found to be in the
linear range with respect to pump power. The lifetimes were
determined for each of the excitation fluences and averaged to

obtain the values tabulated below in Table 1 where the error
bars represent the standard deviation of the average (type B;
k = 1 analysis).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Morphology and Composition. Colloidal tin(II) mono-

sulfide of three distinct size regimes was synthesized using
solution chemistry routes developed specifically for this study.
In general, these strategies were based on the thermal
decomposition of tin and sulfur precursors in oleylamine
solvent, which is a high boiling point surfactant (see
Experimental Section for details).34 The resulting ligand-
stabilized, colloidal samples of SnS were dispersed in toluene
prior to analysis. TEM imaging revealed that the sample of the
largest crystals (SnS large, Figure 2a) formed micrometer-scale

2D sheets of dimensions 4.8 ± 0.8 μm in length and 1.2 ±
0.7 μm wide. This morphology is expected, as bulk SnS
crystallizes in the layered orthorhombic GeS-type structure,
which favors the formation of belts and sheets.35,36 The
intermediate-sized sample also consisted of 2D structures,
yielding nanosheets 149 ± 23 nm long and 41 ± 17 nm wide
(SnS medium, Figure 2c). Finally, TEM analysis of the
smallest-sized sample indicated that it comprised of nano-
particles 10 ± 2 nm in diameter of a roughly spherical
morphology (SnS small, Figure 2e). Additional TEM images of
these three samples are provided in Figure S3. Powder XRD
patterns were also collected and compared to the simulated
structure of GeS-type SnS (Figure 2b,d,f). All patterns reveal
that the samples are phase-pure tin(II) monosulfide, although
the SnS small pattern is consistent with a structural distortion
that is known to occur in SnS 0D nanocrystals.35 Further, the

Figure 2. TEM images (left) and X-ray diffraction patterns (right) for
the SnS large (a, b), SnS medium (c, d), and SnS small (e, f) films.
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patterns of the large and medium samples indicate substantial
preferred orientation of the (400)/(800) planes, as expected for
2D sheets, with substantially sharper reflections observed in the
large pattern, confirming their larger crystalline domain size.
Importantly, the most intense reflection of the smallest sample
is broad and centered on SnS(111), denoting a smaller domain
size and lack of preferred orientation, indicative of spherical
nanoparticles.
Films of SnS for optical analysis were prepared from solution

by dropcasting onto fused quartz substrates. In order to
examine the effect of heat treatment, separate films of each size
regime were fabricated and annealed in a tube furnace at
400 °C under 5% H2 forming gas for comparison to the
nonannealed dropcast samples. Powder XRD patterns of the as-
deposited and annealed SnS films are displayed in Figure S4.
Despite the high background noise generated by the quartz
substrate, the reflections for the small and medium size regimes
are clearly observed to sharpen following heating, indicating an
increase in crystalline domain size. This suggests that sintering
is occurring during the annealing process. The effect is most
pronounced for the small nanoparticles, owing to their high
surface area which promotes interaction between neighboring
nanoparticles. Conversely, the film composed of large micro-
meter crystals displayed only a modest increase in average
domain size (Figure S4).
SEM imaging of the films (Figure S5) further corroborates

the XRD results. Comparison of the images before and after
treatment indicate that a substantial amount of organic material,
which is clearly seen coating the SnS prior to annealing
(Figures S5a,c,e) is removed, allowing for more intimate
contact between individual crystals. The morphology and size
of the micrometer-scale sheets was largely retained, and several
crystals lying perpendicular to the substrate were on the order
of 30 nm thick, confirming their 2D nature. Crystals of the
medium SnS nanoscale sheets became more rounded, nonuni-
form, and networked after furnace treatment (Figure S5d),
indicating that sintering had taken place, as suggested by our
XRD analysis. However, the effect of sintering was even more
dramatic in the film composed of small SnS. SEM revealed that
plate-like crystals, of a similar morphology to the medium SnS
film, roughly 100 nm long and 25 nm thick had formed from
the spherical 10 nm diameter nanoparticles. Once again, this is
in agreement with the XRD results seen in Figure S4.
Additionally, while the dropcast film of SnS small nanoparticles
dried in such a manner that voids developed (Figure S5e),
annealing resulted in a more cohesive film (Figure S5f).
The chemical states of the surface atoms before and after

heating were investigated using XPS (Figure S6). High-
resolution scans of the Sn 3d region revealed that a mixture
of Sn oxidation states was present prior to heat treatment, with

a substantial Sn4+ contribution, likely due to tin oxide (SnO2),
on the surface. Following annealing, the signal can primarily be
attributed to Sn2+, indicating that the vast majority of the oxide
layer was removed from the surface, exposing the underlying
bulk SnS. Additionally, the Sn 3d spectrum displayed an
improved degree of chemical state uniformity, which suggests
that heating may also have improved the quality of the SnS
crystal by removing any defects and vacancies present at the
surface. High-resolution XPS studies of the N 1s region
confirmed that substantial nitrogen was present on the as-
deposited dropcast films due to oleylamine ligand stabilizers
still adsorbed to the surface of the SnS crystals. Heating the
films at 400 °C removes these molecules, as observed by the
lack of a substantial nitrogen peak in the XPS spectrum of the
annealed film. This treatment engenders a clean surface that
can more easily form intimate contact at the interface of
adjoining crystals, promoting both sintering and improved
charge carrier transfer.

Visible Absorption Spectroscopy. Absorption spectra of
the three dropcast SnS films derived from transmission (T) and
diffuse reflection (R) measurements are shown in Figure 3a.
Bulk SnS has an indirect band gap of 1.05 eV,4,37 while
quantum confined nanoscale SnS can have a band gap several
tenths of an electronvolt larger.38 For the SnS small
nanoparticles, the observed absorption feature tails into the
visible range, giving rise to a brown-orange color, and peaks at
wavelengths <300 nm. The absorption occurs at lower energy
for the medium-sized 2D nanosheets and appears to have
multiple features; one peaking in the ultraviolet at ∼300 nm
and the other peaking at ∼500 nm and tailing into the near-
infrared (NIR). For the large-sized 2D μm-sheets, the observed
spectrum is featureless across the detected range and there is no
direct indication of the absorption edge, consistent with the
band gap known for bulk SnS occurring at 1180 nm. Because
the SnS large film consists of μm-sized colloids, we attribute the
observed spectral characteristics to scattering effects. Although
the SnS large film has a larger thickness (measured by
profilometry) compared to SnS small and SnS medium, the
overall absorbance tends to be reduced due to increased scatter,
which we have taken into account by measuring both
transmission and reflection and calculating −log(R + T).
Shown in Figure 3b are the absorption spectra for annealed

SnS films. In each case, annealing leads to a change in the
observed absorption that suggests the crystals have sintered and
grown in size.28 For the small particles, the absorption has red-
shifted and now tails into the NIR while the medium- and
large-sized films now both appear flat and featureless
throughout the detected range. We again attribute the
featureless spectrum as an indication of increased scatter,
which arises in the SnS medium film due to their increase in

Figure 3. Absorption spectra derived from−log(R + T) scaled to a blank substrate of the (a) dropcast and (b) annealed SnS films on fused quartz
substrates at room temperature. Note: There is a detector change at 870 nm.
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crystalline domain size. Importantly, these spectra also aid in
the calculation of mobility values using eq 2 by roughly
approximating the percent absorbance (1 − R − T) of photons
at the excitation wavelength.
Time-Resolved Terahertz Spectroscopy. a. Pump-

Delay Scans of Dropcast Films. In order to measure the
time-dependent photoconductivity, TRTS experiments were
carried out on the SnS films following photoexcitation at 800
nm. Figure 4a shows results from the TRTS experiments for
the small-, medium-, and large-sized SnS colloidal films, where
the measurements of ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu) have been converted
by eq 2 to units characteristic of the product of charge carrier
mobility, μ(tpu), and photogeneration yield, ϕ(tpu). This
analysis assumes the photogeneration yield is 100% and
therefore the reported values represent a lower bound to the
charge carrier mobility. The spectra shown in Figure 4a have
also been scaled to account for any differences in percent
absorption (Figure 3) of the excitation photons and any
differences in the photodopant level (i.e., the excitation fluence,
F) between the films. Note that the fluence dependence of the
measured signal, ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu), was found to be within the
linear range for all films. The calculated mobility, however, is
not constant with respect to the excitation fluence due to
additional carrier scattering at higher photodopant levels. Plots
of the fluence dependence of the calculated mobility (Figure
S7) for each of the films and the measured signal for
representative films (Figure S8) can be found in the Supporting
Information.
Figure 4a shows the photoconductivity responses of the films

differ in two ways. First, for the film of SnS large sheets, the
charge carrier dynamics are represented by a double
exponential decay with lifetimes of τ1 = 3.4 ± 1.2 ps and τ2
= 52.4 ± 7.5 ps that relaxes to an offset that is longer lived than
the 200 ps time scale of the experiment. Conversely, the films
of the SnS medium nanosheets and SnS small nanoparticles do

not exhibit any significant dynamic processes that occur within
the first 200 ps. Second, the charge carrier mobility depends
upon the colloid size dimensions and is biggest for the film of
SnS large sheets. The SnS large film has a peak mobility of
∼55 cm2/V·s and attains a mobility of ∼15 cm2/V·s at 200 ps
time delay whereas the medium- and small-sized films have
mobility values of 0.8 and 0.1 cm2/V·s, respectively, during the
first 200 ps following photoexcitation at the fluence indicated
for Figure 4a.
These mobility values permit estimation of the carrier

diffusion length, D = (τμKbT/e)
1/2, where τ is the free carrier

lifetime and Kb is the Boltzmann constant. Because of the
observed long-time offset, the lifetime of the longest decay
process is not known, but we can equivalently consider the
diffusion length for a given delay time at room temperature. For
the SnS large sheets, the peak mobility indicates a diffusion
length of 27 nm on the ∼5 ps time scale, and the offset mobility
indicates a diffusion length of 88 nm on the 200 ps time scale.
These distances are much smaller than the size dimensions of
the 2D plane but indicate charge carriers excited out-of-plane
(due to random orientations of the 2D colloids in the film,
indicated by SEM and TEM) could potentially interact with the
surfaces along the thickness (∼25−30 nm) dimension.
Similarly, the diffusion lengths for the SnS medium

nanosheets and SnS nanoparticles were 20 and 7 nm,
respectively, on the 200 ps time scale. These diffusion lengths
suggest photogenerated charge carriers are strongly influenced
by interactions with the colloid boundaries within their lifetime
and within the 200 ps limit of the experiment for the 2D
nanosheets and nanoparticles. In the 2D nanosheets, charge
carriers could potentially interact with surfaces within the
∼40 nm width of the 2D plane or out-of-plane along the
∼25 nm thickness dimension. While the 2D sheets are single-
crystalline, the nanoparticles have a lack of preferred orientation
(by XRD) and likely consist multiple smaller crystalline

Figure 4. (a) Time dependence of the product of the charge carrier photogeneration yield and mobility derived from the measurements of ΔE(tpr =
peak, tpu)/E0(tpr = peak) for the large (2.25 × 1013 photons/cm2), medium (6.15 × 1014 photons/cm2), and small (1.02 × 1015 photons/cm2) SnS
films at 298 K following photoexcitation at 800 nm. (b) Fluence dependence of ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu)/E0(tpr = peak) for the SnS large sheets dropcast
sample. (c) Time-dependence of the product of the charge carrier photogeneration yield and mobility for suspensions of SnS large
(1.02 × 1014 photons/cm2), medium (5.12 × 1014 photons/cm2), and small (8.20 × 1014 photons/cm2) colloids following photoexcitation at
400 nm. d) Normalized comparison of ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu)/E0(tpr = peak) for the SnS large sheets as a dropcast film and dispersed in mineral oil
following photoexcitation at 800 nm.
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domains due to their spherical shape. The small mobility and
diffusion length for the 10 nm diameter nanoparticles therefore
indicates charge carriers are strongly limited by interactions
from these domain boundaries. The dependence of the
observed mobility with particle size is therefore attributed to
confinement of the charge carriers to the nanoscale dimensions
within the colloids, which has been observed for other
nanoscale semiconductor materials.10,12

Sources of the two decay components in the SnS large film
can also be considered. According to eq 2, there are two effects
that lead to a loss in the time-dependent photoconductivity: a
decrease in the mobility or a loss in the number of free charge
carriers.39 A loss of free charge carriers can result from
electron−hole recombination or charge trapping into impurity
states. A decrease in charge mobility could occur due to cooling
of initially hot, photoexcited charge carriers or a conversion to a
conduction band state of different inherent mobility. An
example of the latter is the behavior of GaAs, where high
energy excitation leads to an internal conversion process to the
Γ valley, which has higher inherent mobility.40 Alternatively,
intraband relaxation to the band edge, where the density of
states can be smaller due to defects in the long-range crystalline
order, can also result in lower mobility.11,41

Hot carrier cooling (or relaxation within the initially excited
band structure) is one possible assignment for the fastest decay
component of ∼3.4 ± 1.2 ps in the SnS large film. First, the
generation of hot carriers is dependent upon the amount of
excess energy provided by the excitation pulse compared to the
absorption band edge for the band gap transition.42 The SnS
large sheets possess significant excess energy at 800 nm
excitation compared to the band gap energy (1.55 vs 1.05 ev),
and this could explain the absence of a picosecond time scale
decay component in the SnS small and medium films.
Excitation at 400 nm did not produce major changes in the
observed dynamics (Figure S9). This is expected for the film of
large SnS sheets, as the excitation wavelengths used are both
above the band gap. Fits of the decay dynamics at 400 nm
excitation did result in a slight increase to the observed lifetimes
with τ1 = 5.8 ± 0.2 ps and τ2 = 63 ± 2 ps, so this could indicate
a slightly longer thermalization time. For the nanosheets and
nanoparticles, any ultrafast decay processes at our excitation
wavelegnths could be beyond our time resolution. Second,
relaxation of hot carriers to the band edge typically occurs on
∼100 fs time scale but it has also been found to occur on the
1 ps time scale in semiconductor nanomaterials.42,43 Longer
cooling lifetimes have also been reported for larger-sized
particles44 and in extended films.45

A second concomitant decay process occurs on the ∼52.4 ±
7.5 ps time scale. This can be associated with recombination or
charge trapping processes, which leads to a decrease in
photoconductivity due to a loss in the number of free charge
carriers. It is not likely that this second decay process is
associated with electron−hole recombination because the decay
dynamics observed here are defined by an offset that lasts
longer than the 200 ps of this experiment. Another possibility
for this decay component, as well as the shorter ∼3 ps
component, is Auger recombination, which can occur with
lifetimes on the order of 10s of picoseconds and with lifetimes
that are inversely proportional to excitation power.46,47 Fluence
dependence of the photoconductivity measured for the SnS
large film aids the investigation of this possibility and is shown
in Figure 4b. Fits of the decay dynamics at each excitation
fluence show that neither lifetime is strongly dependent upon

excitation power (Figure S10). Therefore, our results do not
provide direct evidence to support Auger recombination
processes in these films.
From the XPS studies, the dropcast films have a significant

population of Sn4+ within the first 5−10 nm of the depth, and
so charge trapping at the surface is also a possibility. This
hypothesis can also be tested by the fluence dependence, where
the rate of charge trapping at the surface should decrease for
higher excitation fluence as the trap states become saturated
with free charge carriers.48,49 The observed dependence of the
second decay lifetime on excitation power is also not consistent
with this explanation. While the small- and medium-sized films
could undergo very fast charge trapping at the surface due to
their smaller domain size, it is apparent that the SnS large
sheets are not strongly affected by SnO2 states at the surface
within the first 200 ps following excitation.
On the basis of the lack of fluence dependence, it is proposed

that the second decay process is associated with charge
trapping/localization into defect states near the band edge
(such as Sn2+ or S2− vacancies, excess Sn or S atoms, or other
impurities leading to a smaller density of states) within the
crystals for SnS large film. Very recently, the TRTS response of
SnS thin films fabricated by thermal evaporation and atomic
layer deposition was reported.25 In that case only a single
∼70 ps decay process was reported and assigned as the
minority carrier lifetime due to defect assisted recombination.
Those results are consistent with the dynamics presented here
and that assignment offers another plausible interpretation of
the ∼50 ps decay.

b. Pump-Delay Scans of Dispersed Suspensions. In order
to gain a better understanding of how the TRTS response for
the dropcast films may depend on interactions between
neighboring crystals in the film, TRTS experiments were also
completed for each SnS colloidal size regime in suspension. In
this way, the individual colloids are well-separated and the
TRTS response can be attributed to an average over the
distribution of colloid sizes and their random orientation in
suspension. The results for these suspensions are shown in
Figure 4c. The medium SnS nanosheets and large SnS sheets
were dispersed in high viscosity mineral oil to maintain the
suspension during the experiments but the small SnS
nanoparticles form stable suspensions in toluene. 400 nm
excitation was chosen to ensure adequate excitation optical
density (Figure S11). These experiments show nearly the same
trends observed for the dropcast films (Figure 4a) and reinforce
our contention that the photogenerated charge carrier mobility
is strongly dependent on the size dimensions and orientation of
the constituent colloids. The SnS large sheets, which have
micrometer-sized dimensions in the 2D plane show by far the
largest charge carrier mobility compared to the medium
nanosheets and small nanoparticles.
The mobility values determined for each sample in well-

dispersed suspension is reduced significantly compared to the
corresponding dropcast films. We could not observe any TRTS
response for even the highest power pump pulse conditions for
the suspension of SnS small nanoparticles. This suggests that
the charge carriers confined to the 10 nm diameter nano-
particles do not provide sufficiently large conductivity to be
measured in the dispersed suspension but the film of SnS
nanoparticles has a larger charge carrier mobility due to
interparticle interactions that allow some hopping between
adjacent colloids, as suggested earlier for films composed of
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sub-10 nm semiconductor nanoparticles with surface stabilizing
ligands.11

While some contribution from interparticle hopping could be
present in the films of 2D sheets, the TEM and SEM images
show that these colloids mostly lie parallel to the substrate
plane and the greatest contribution to the mobility likely comes
from charge carriers transported within the 2D micrometer
dimensions. This would not be the case in the suspension
where random orientations lead to a greater contribution of
charge carriers moving along the much thinner thickness
dimension (or reduced terahertz absorption cross section along
this dimension) and therefore a much smaller average mobility.
This argument can be similarly made for the medium
nanosheets. However, the smaller nanoscale dimensions of
the 2D plane likely leads to the lower mobility compared to the
large sheets. We suggest the reduction in mobility observed in
the suspended large colloids compared to the corresponding
film most strongly originates from orientation effects rather
than elimination of interparticle hopping in the films, whereas
in the medium colloids, it could be a combination of both
effects.
A comparison of the dynamics observed following 800 nm

excitation in the film and suspension of the SnS large sheets is
shown in Figure 4d. Here, it can be seen that the dynamics are
nearly the same and contain two decay processes. The extracted
initial decay lifetime increased from 3.4 ± 1.2 to 12.7 ± 2.2 ps
while the second decay lifetime was 78.8 ± 16.2 ps, similar to
that for the dropcast film. This presents further evidence that
the charge carrier dynamics observed on the 200 ps time scale
is largely confined to individual colloids in the SnS large sheets
either as a film or as a suspension, however orientation effects
are more important in suspension and results in lower average
carrier mobility.
c. Frequency-Dependent Spectra of the Dropcast films.

The frequency dependence of the photoconductivity for the
SnS dropcast films was also determined. In this case, the
terahertz waveform, ΔE(tpr,tpu), transmitted through the
photoexcited sample was measured at fixed pump delay
times, tpu, and compared to the terahertz waveform without
photoexcitation, E0(tpr), at the indicated excitation fluences.
Fourier transforms of these terahertz waveforms were analyzed
using eq 1, where the film thicknesses were obtained by
profilometry. This analysis yielded the spectra shown in Figure
5, where the complex-valued photoconductivity has been
separated into its real, Δσ1, and imaginary, Δσ2, parts.
It can be seen that there is a significant difference in the

magnitudes of the real photoconductivity between the SnS
small, medium, and large films. Upon initial inspection, it would
appear the conductivity calculated by eq 1 for the SnS small
nanoparticles was larger than that of the medium- and large-
sized sheets based on the average magnitude of Δσ1. The film
of SnS small nanoparticles had a photoconductivity on the
order of 30 ohm−1 cm−1, whereas the film of SnS large sheets
had a photoconductivity on the order of 1.0 ohm−1cm−1 at a
200 ps pump time delay. This arose because a much higher
fluence was required to obtain a measurable signal in the films
of smaller crystallite size. If the data for Δσ1 shown in Figure 5
are averaged over the detected frequency range, the mobility
can be calculated using the relation σ = eNμ and estimating the
carrier density as N = ϕF(1 − R − T)/d, as described in the
Experimental Section. This analysis yielded mobility values of
0.18, 0.75, and 10.5 cm2/V·s for films of the SnS small-,
medium-, and large-sized colloids, respectively which are

consistent with the trends determined from the analysis using
eq 2 of the pump scan dynamics in part a, Figure 4a.
Another important difference between the three samples in

the frequency-resolved photoconductivity spectra is the sign of
the transient photoconductivity change following photo-
excitation. For SnS large, both the real and imaginary parts
are positive, but the real part is slightly increasing with
frequency while the imaginary part is decreasing with
frequency. This is true at each time delay across the observed
200 ps time range, where the conductivity magnitude follows
the decay in the pump scan dynamics. Conversely, both the SnS
small and SnS medium films have similar frequency-dependent
spectra, with a positive real component and negative imaginary
component of the photoconductivity. For these films, the real
parts decrease with increasing frequency, while the imaginary
parts slope back toward zero.
The sign of the transient photoconductivity reveals a size-

dependence of the charge carrier dynamics observed in the SnS
colloidal films. That the imaginary component is negative for
the small- and medium-sized films suggests that the frequency-
dependent conductivity is representative of the Drude−Smith
model.9 From this model, a negative imaginary component
arises from scattering of the free charge carriers from the
crystallite surfaces or grain boundaries. This results in the
localization of charges within individual crystalline domains and
reduces the mean free path.12 In contrast, the positive
imaginary component of the SnS large sheets suggests that
the frequency-dependent conductivity can be characterized by a
Drude-like response.9 This indicates that scattering from the
crystal surfaces or grain boundaries is not the dominating effect
on the charge carrier mobility. Although the photogenerated
free charge carriers are confined to individual crystals within the
film of SnS large sheets, they do not experience significant
scattering from grain or surface boundaries during the first 200
ps following excitation. Scattering from grain or surface
boundaries, however, is quite significant for films of both the

Figure 5. Frequency-dependent complex photoconductivity changes
for the SnS dropcast films at the indicated pump−probe time delays.
The real parts, Δσ1, are shown on the left and the imaginary parts,
Δσ2, on the right for the large (a, d) medium (b, e) and small (c, f)
samples. The fluence used for each experiment was 5.1 × 1013

photons/cm2 (SnS large), 1.2 × 1015 photons/cm2 (SnS medium),
and 4.1 × 1015 photons/cm2 (SnS small).
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small- and medium-sized colloids due to their nanometer-scale
crystalline domain size and this is likely the limiting factor on
the charge carrier mobility.
d. Pump Delay Scans of the Annealed Films. In order to

better understand the role played by the surface ligands on the
charge carrier dynamics, dropcast SnS films were annealed at
400 °C in a tube furnace under 5% H2 forming gas. The
annealing process removes the oleylamine molecular stabilizer,
resulting in a more pristine and uniform surface chemical
environment (Figure S5 and S6). The annealed dropcast films
of the small-, medium-, and large-sized colloids were also
studied by TRTS using 800 nm excitation, and Figure 6 shows

the time dependence of the charge carrier mobility out to a
200 ps probe delay. For the SnS large annealed film, the
transient photoconductivity response is very similar to that of
the unannealed dropcast film. The dynamics again contain two
decay components with each lifetime similar to those for the
dropcast film (Figure S12), although there is a slight, ∼20%
improvement in the charge carrier mobility during the 200 ps
time frame following photoexcitation. Because there was no
significant change to the observed decay dynamics, it could
indicate that defect-assisted trapping mechanism is not
responsible for the observed decay, as suggested above.
Typically, annealing leads to a decrease in defect or impurity
states which results in longer minority carrier lifetimes. This

was observed by Jaramillo et al.25 but is not the case for the SnS
films studied here
More substantial changes occurred as a result of annealing

the small- and medium-sized SnS films. For both, the mobility
improved significantly, and now two components from the
decay dynamics can be analyzed. As summarized in Table 1, the
small- and medium-sized colloid films developed ∼3−4 ps and
∼50−60 ps decays that are, within error, equivalent to those
observed for the SnS large films (both dropcast and annealed).
The ∼3−4 ps component is interpreted equivalently to the
dropcast films. Similarly, the ∼50−60 ps process is associated
with charge carrier localization/trapping, and its observation in
the annealed films substantiates our hypothesis that trapping at
surface defect SnO2 states does not occur. XPS results further
substantiate this because the surface SnO2 states appear to be
largely removed from the annealed samples (Figure S6). It is
apparent from the change in dynamics that the small- and
medium-sized colloid films have developed characteristics
similar to the SnS large film after annealing. This is due to
heating and removal of the ligands, which caused the SnS
crystals to sinter, increase in domain size and form more
intimate contact between neighboring crystals, as confirmed by
XRD (Figure S4) and SEM (Figure S5). However, the
mobilities remain lower, because the domain size of the
annealed SnS small nanoparticle film and medium 2D
nanosheet film are still smaller compared to the SnS large
μm 2D sheets.

e. Frequency-Dependent Spectra of Annealed Films.
Additional information on the effect of annealing the films
can be garnered from the frequency-dependent photo-
conductivity spectra shown in Figure 7. First of all, the
magnitudes of Δσ1 can again be averaged and the mobility
calculated from σ = eNμ and N = ϕF(1 − R − T)/d. Using the
data at 200 ps time delay, this was determined to be 0.27, 1.49,
and 14.0 cm2/V·s. Again, these trends are in agreement with the
mobility values determined from the peak ΔE/E0 measure-
ments and show the mobility of each film has increased as a
result of annealing. These frequency-dependent measurements
have only been collected at a single excitation fluence. In order
to best interpret the mobility improvement that occurs with
annealing, it is more appropriate to compare the films across a
range of excitation fluences. This is shown in Figure S7 and
indicates that in general the annealed films can achieve
measurable ΔE/E0 levels while requiring smaller incident
pump fluence, which is an indication of their higher charge
mobility.

Figure 6. Time dependence of the product of the charge carrier
photogeneration yield and the mobility derived from the measure-
ments of ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu)/E0(tpr = peak) for post annealed films of
the large (2.3 × 1013 photons/cm2), medium (5.1 × 1013 photons/
cm2), and small (2.5 × 1014 photons/cm2) SnS films at a specific
excitation fluence.

Table 1. Summary of the Parameters Derived from the Pump Delay Scans of ΔE(tpr = peak, tpu)/E0(tpr = peak) Following
800 nm Excitation

sample τ1 (ps)
a τ2 (ps)

a
μ(peak)b

(cm2 V−1 s−1)
μ(offset)b

(cm2 V−1 s−1) ΔE/E(peak)b ΔE/E(offset)b
fluence

(photons/cm2)

SnS small NAc NA NA 0.14 NA 8.9 × 10−3 1.0 × 1015

SnS medium NA NA NA 0.93 NA 6.7 × 10−3 6.1 × 1014

SnS large 3.4 ± 1.2 52.4 ± 7.5 59.5 20.3 5.4 × 10−3 1.8 × 10−3 1.0 × 1013

SnS large in mineral oil 12.7 ± 2.2 78.8 ± 16.2 18.4 6.9 7.9 × 10−3 2.9 × 10−3 2.3 × 1013

SnS large annealed 4.8 ± 1.2 62.8 ± 15.0 74.2 23.4 8.5 × 10−3 2.7 × 10−3 1.0 × 1013

SnS medium annealed 3.7 ± 1.7 59.1 ± 7.7 15.2 5.0 1.2 × 10−2 3.9 × 10−3 5.1 × 1013

SnS small annealed 3.4± 1.1 52.0 ± 5.1 2.9 0.52 9.1 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−3 2.5 × 1014

aThe lifetimes reported are an average value of those obtained at each fluence. The error bars are the standard deviation of the average. For each film
there is also a longer-lived offset component. bThese values are reported for the indicated fluence. Peak refers to the maximum of the pump delay
scan while offset refers to the value at tpu = 200 ps. Note that the mobility is fluence dependent and higher mobility values are generally determined
at smaller fluence. cNA = Not applicable.
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The main focus of the frequency-dependent measurements is
to show how the spectral characteristics change with annealing.
Now, both Δσ1 and Δσ2 are positive in all three of the annealed
SnS films, which indicates the photoconductivity is character-
istic of a Drude-like response.9 It is thus apparent that the
photogenerated charge carriers in the annealed SnS small
nanoparticles and SnS medium 2D nanosheets are no longer
significantly affected by back scattering from crystalline domain
or surface boundaries. Two possibilities may lead to this result.
One is that the constituent SnS crystals have sintered together
due to the annealing process such that the charge carriers no
longer reach the boundaries of the larger crystalline domains
within 200 ps. If this were the case, however, it is expected that
the mobility values would rise to a level comparable with that of
the SnS large films. Because the mobility remains low, it
suggests that the final colloid dimensions are still smaller than
the micrometer-scale SnS large sheets, even though the
crystalline domain size for the SnS small and SnS medium
annealed films has increased (supported by SEM). A second
proposed explanation for the absence of backscattering is that
the charge carriers can be transferred through the film between
individual crystalline domains. Increased interaction between
neighboring crystals can be facilitated by removal of the surface
molecular stabilizer and a decrease in the thickness of the
surface oxide layer, which is supported by XPS. Improved
charge transport across the domain boundaries in these
annealed films would result in limited backscattering, but still
lower mobilities relative to the SnS large colloids, which display
higher carrier mobility as a result of the their micrometer-scale
crystalline domains. We surmise the improvement in mobility
(as indicated by Figure S7) after annealing is due to a
combination of these effects, and they are more significant for
the SnS small and medium colloids due to their nanoscale
dimensions as synthesized. The modest increase in mobility
displayed by the SnS large colloids after annealing is likely
accounted for by these same effects although it is less
significant. Charge carriers are mostly confined to the μm-

scale 2D sheets however some randomly oriented colloids
might allow for interparticle charge hopping along the
nanoscale thickness dimension upon removal of the ligands
and surface oxide layer by annealing.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Three new high-yield syntheses of phase-pure colloidal SnS
crystals ranging in size from the nanometer- to micrometer-
scale and in shape from spherical nanoparticles to 2D sheets
have been developed using solution chemistry routes. Films of
each colloid type were fabricated by dropcasting and then
annealed postdeposition. TRTS measurements reveal that the
dropcast films composed of colloidal micrometer-sized SnS 2D
sheets, as well as all three of the annealed films, undergo an
initial relaxation (2−5 ps lifetimes) and charge localization/
trapping processes (∼60 ps lifetimes) during the first 200 ps
following photoexcitation at 800 nm although further studies
are needed to make unequivocal assignments. Dropcast films of
the small- and medium-sized colloids do not undergo
significant conductivity losses during the first 200 ps following
excitation, but suffer from reduced charge carrier mobility,
likely due to backscattering arising from confinement of the
charge carriers to their smaller nanometer crystalline domain or
grain size dimensions. Annealing improved the charge carrier
mobility for all the films, with an increase of ∼20% for the large
sheets and up to a 5-fold improvement for the smaller
nanoparticles and nanosheets. For films composed of small-
and medium-sized SnS colloids, it is proposed that the
improvement in mobility arises from more efficient charge
transport across the domains of the film due to the removal of
surface ligands, a thinner insulating surface oxide, and increased
crystalline domain size. For the μm-sized SnS large film, charge
transport is likely dominated by processes which occur within
the 2D plane of individual colloids, but some contribution from
charge transport across domain boundaries is possible for those
crystals in the distribution that are randomly oriented away
from the planar configuration. The slight improvement in
mobility is therefore likely due to some contribution from
charge hopping between neighboring crystals but could also be
due to a small increase in the crystalline domain size.
The mobility values obtained here for the films of SnS

colloids are comparable to values reported using contact probe
techniques for SnS materials synthesized by other methods.
The measured mobility of 20.3 and 23.4 cm2/V·s in the
dropcast and annealed films (at 200 ps pump delay),
respectively, of the micrometer-scale SnS large sheets compares
well to the 20−40 cm2/V·s values reported for films of similar
domain size.5,28 These literature values, obtained using contact
probe methods, assume long-range transport through the film
which is likely afforded by large crystalline domain sizes and the
absence of surface ligands. In the case of the colloidal films
studied here, the charge carriers in the SnS large sheets are
confined to the individual μm-scale domains over the first
200 ps, while annealing the small- and medium-sized colloids
appears to allow some longer-range charge transport across the
crystallite boundaries during the measured time scale.
Complete decay dynamics are needed to evaluate the effect
of annealing on long-range charge transport and make a better
comparison to contact probe measurements.
The TRTS measurements reveal that films of SnS colloids

have relatively high charge mobility depending on the colloid
size dimensions but undergo loss mechanisms during the first
200 ps following visible light absorption. Initial relaxation in

Figure 7. Frequency-dependent complex photoconductivity change of
the SnS annealed films at the indicated pump−probe time delays. The
real parts, Δσ1, are shown on the left and the imaginary parts, Δσ2 on
the right for the large (a, d), medium (b, e), and small (c, f) SnS films.
The fluence used for each of the samples was 1.0 × 1015 photons/cm2

(SnS small annealed), 4.1 × 1014 photons/cm2 (SnS medium
annealed), and 5.1 × 1013 photons/cm2 (SnS large annealed).
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these films occurs in 2−5 ps, which is slightly longer than hot
carrier cooling times reported in other nanoscale semi-
conductor materials.42,43 This could suggest that hot charge
carriers photogenerated in SnS have a better opportunity to be
collected and converted to electricity before losing excess
energy to heat. Collectively, high charge mobility and
lengthened carrier cooling time are both advantageous for
photovoltaic applications and corroborate that SnS is a viable
candidate material for visible absorption and generation of free
charge carriers. Further studies are required to more completely
understand how to assign and control the loss mechanisms that
occur on the picosecond time scale, which is essential to
optimize charge transport and potentially improve the
performance of future devices. For colloidal and 2D materials,
control over the morphology, film thickness, and orientation of
individual crystals might also be important for maximizing the
efficiency of photogenerated conductivity.
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